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Abstract 
BaTiO3 based materials for Piezoelectric and Electro-Optic Applications 
by 
Ytshak Avrahami 
Submitted to the Department of Materials Science and Engineering on February 13, 2003 
in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor OF Philosophy in 
Electronic, Photonic and Magnetic Materials 
 
ABSTRACT 
Ferroelectric materials are key to many modern technologies, in particular piezoelectric 
actuators and electro-optic modulators. BaTiO3 is one of the most extensively studied 
ferroelectric materials. The use of BaTiO3 for piezoelectric applications is, however, 
limited due to the small piezoelectric coefficient of the room temperature-stable 
tetragonal phase. Furthermore, research on BaTiO3 for integrated optics applications 
remains sparse.  
In this work Zr-, Hf-, and KNb- doped BaTiO3 materials were prepared in a composition 
range that stabilizes the rhombohedral phase. These materials were prepared as bulk 
polycrystals using a standard solid-state reaction technique in order to test the 
piezoelectric and dielectric properties. Some compositions were then chosen for thin film 
deposition. The films were deposited using pulsed laser deposition on MgO and SOI 
substrates. Growth orientation, remnant strain and optical properties were then measured. 
X-ray diffraction was used to confirm the existence of a stable rhombohedral phase. 
Dielectric measurements confirmed the expected phase transition temperatures. A 
piezoelectric coefficient of d33=290-470pc/N was measured for Zr- and Hf- doped 
BaTiO3, compared with d33=75pC/N for pure BaTiO3. The electrostrictive coefficient of 
the KNb-doped material, was measured as Q33=0.37m4/C2, compared with 
Q33=0.11m4/C2 for pure BaTiO3. The maximum strain measured for the doped samples 
was 5-10 times higher then that of pure BaTiO3.  
The effect of growth conditions on the orientation and strain of BaTiO3 thin films was 
studied. As the substrate temperature and laser fluency were increased the film 
orientation varied from (111) to (110), then to (100). Zr- and Hf- doping helped lower the 
forming temperature for the different orientations. 
The index of refraction for the thin films was measured and a model based on the 
Clausius-Mossotti relation was used to explain the data. The refractive index for BaTiO3 
films was extracted from the model, giving no=2.334 and ne=2.163.    
Thesis Supervisor: Harry L. Tuller 
Title: Professor of Ceramics and Electronic Materials 
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Chapter 1: Background 
1. Introduction 
Ferroelectric materials are key to many modern technologies. Computers use ferroelectric 
memories, security systems use pyroelectric sensors, cell phones need better dielectrics to 
improve antenna reception, optical communication components require electro-optic 
films and piezoelectric transducers are used for many purposes, ranging from micro-
speakers to medical ultrasound. Traditional materials design looks at measurable 
quantities, such as dielectric constant, or piezoelectric coefficient. Recently, however, the 
issue of environmental impact is becoming more important as a design parameter. This 
has spurred a search for alternative ferroelectrics to the many lead-based systems 
currently in use. 
BaTiO3 is a commonly used ferroelectric as a high permittivity dielectric, as a PTC 
(positive thermal coefficient) material, and as a pyroelectric sensor. In this work, BaTiO3-
based materials are considered for a wider range of applications, namely lead-free 
piezoelectric actuators and electro-optic modulators. The two seemingly separate 
applications are a result of the transition from a project funded by the ARO on actuator 
materials to industry funded research under the Microphotonics center. There are, 
however, many issues in common for both applications. In particular, one can consider an 
integrated optics circuit with BaTiO3-based materials serving both as electro-optic 
materials and as actuator materials for MEMS based devices. Furthermore, the 
piezoelectric and dielectric responses are very important when designing electro-optic 
devices. 
With the actuator and electro-optic modulator applications in mind, the following 
sections will generally be divided into two major parts – bulk materials analysis, focusing 
on the piezoelectric properties, and thin film analysis, focusing on the optical properties.  
   15
2. Piezoelectric Actuators 
2.1. General 
Piezoelectric materials are materials that undergo a mechanical strain and electrical 
polarization due to an applied electric field. The first listing of piezoelectric materials was 
collected by Victor Moritz Goldschmidt in 1926 [1].  It was not until the 1940’s that 
barium titanate was discovered to be a ferroelectric exhibiting an exceptionally high 
dielectric constant [2].  
Polarization requires a non-symmetric structure; therefore all crystallographic point 
groups that have a center of symmetry can not show piezoelectricity. Furthermore, the 
cubic class 432, although lacking a center of symmetry, can not accommodate 
piezoelectricity. We are, therefore, left with 20 of the 32 crystallographic point groups 
that show piezoelectricity. Of these groups, 10 have a unique crystallographic axis and 
therefore can have an electric dipole even at zero applied field (electric and mechanical). 
These materials are defined as pyroelectric and show a change of polarization due to a 
change in temperature [3]. 
Pyroelectric materials include a sub-class of material in which an applied external field 
can change the direction of polarization. These materials are referred to as ferroelectric. 
In some cases, although a polar unit cell exists in the material, the overall behavior is non 
polar. Materials that have polar sub-cells organized such that adjacent sub-cells have 
opposite polarization are called anti-ferroelectric. The relationship between the different 
symmetry groups and the polarization properties are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Crystallographic symmetry groups and polarized materials. 
 
 
Figure 2: Cubic perovskite unit cell showing the oxygen octahedra and the ionic 
positions for the A and B cations. 
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Many materials used for electromechanical actuation have the basic perovskite structure 
AIIBIVO3. The unit cell of the high temperature cubic structure is shown in Figure 2. 
Lowering the temperature results in a reduction of symmetry and the structure transforms 
into either the tetragonal, rhombohedral or orthorhombic phase. The ferroic phase 
transition occurs due to a long-range interaction between atomic dipoles. Such 
interactions can be described quantitatively on two scale levels, macroscopic parameters 
and microscopic interactions. 
2.2. Important Piezoelectric Parameters 
The piezoelectric modulus d is a third rank tensor that relates the polarization ( )iP to the 
applied stress, jkσ : 
 jkijki dP σ=  (1) 
The converse piezoelectric effect relates changes in crystal shape and size to an applied 
electric field. It can be shown that the coefficient relating strain ( )ijε  to the applied 
electric field ( )kE  is identical to the direct piezoelectric modulus in a way that we can 
write: 
 iijkjk Ed=ε  (2) 
or in terms of the Polarization: 
 iijkjk Pb=ε  (3) 
For a detailed discussion about the tensor behavior of the piezoelectric coefficient and a 
proof of the equality of the direct and converse effects see Nye [4] chapters VII and X. 
The piezoelectric coefficient is a very important parameter for piezoelectric actuators. 
There are, however, other important parameters to consider in such materials. 
The polarization is not an easy property to measure. In many sensors, the measured 
variable is the voltage, or the electric field (E), that is induced due to an applied stress 
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(σ). The relationship between the field and the stress is given by the piezoelectric voltage 
constant g: 
 jkijki gE σ=  (4) 
Taking into account the relationship between the electric field and polarization, one can 
readily show that the two piezoelectric constants are related by: 
 0εε ⋅= dg  (5) 
The above is a simplified form of the tensor relations, which holds for either 
homogeneous materials or along principal axes.  
Both the strain and the voltage piezoelectric constants give the magnitude of the effect, 
however they do not tell us how efficient the system will be in converting electrical to 
mechanical energy and vice versa. There are three parameters that describe the transfer 
between electrical and mechanical energies: 
1. Efficiency: η=(output energy) / (consumed energy) 
2. Energy transmission coefficient: λmax= [(output energy) / (input energy)]max 
3. Electromechanical coupling factor: k2=(stored energy) / (input energy) 
Although the differences between these parameters are small, they are important. They 
are not, however, independent. It can be shown that the electromechanical coupling 
coefficient is related to the stiffness (c) or the compliance (s), and to the piezoelectric and 
dielectric constants by [5]: 
  02022 εεεε ⋅⋅=⋅= sdcdk  (6) 
From this, the relationship between the coupling coefficient and the energy transmission 
coefficient can be calculated as: 
 ( ) ( ) 22max 111  −−= kkλ  (7) 
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By taking the consumed energy to be the difference between input and output energies, 
the relationship between the efficiency and the energy transmission can be written as: 
 
max
max
1 λ
λη
−
=  (8) 
Piezoelectric materials have a characteristic electromechanical resonance frequency. 
Close to that frequency, the material response is highly non-linear and the parameters 
described above are insufficient. The resonance behavior is very important for 
applications such as sensors and ultrasonic motors. To describe the quality of the 
resonance (Q) in the material around the resonance frequency (ω0), the frequency width 
(∆ω) of the resonance is used: 
 ϖϖ ∆= 20mQ  (9) 
A full description of resonators and acoustic wave sensors is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. A comprehensive coverage of the topic can be found in reference [6]. 
Table 1 summarizes these figures of merit, and gives typical units for them. 
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Table 1: Figures of merit for piezoelectric materials[3]. Symbol definitions can be 
found in the text. 
Figure of merit Parameter [units] Important relations 
Piezoelectric strain constant [ ]NCd  iijkjk Ed=ε  , jkijki dP σ=  
Piezoelectric voltage constant [ ]NmVg ⋅  jkijki gE σ=  , 0εε ⋅= dg  
Electromechanical coupling 
coefficient 
2k  [--] 0
2
0
22 εεεε ⋅⋅=⋅= sdcdk  
 
Mechanical quality factor mQ [--] ∆= 20ωmQ  
2.3. Electrostrictive Materials 
Electrostriction is the second order piezoelectric response, correlating strain (ε) with 
electric field (E) [7]: 
 lkijklij EEM=ε  
This is a second order effect, and therefore it is not limited to any particular crystal 
symmetry. Although all materials show some level of electrostriction, the effect is often 
times small. For most piezoelectric materials the strain due to electrostriction is much 
smaller then the strain due to piezoelectricity, making it undetectable. In some cases, 
however, electrostriction can actually result in strains comparable to PZT piezoelectrics. 
One example for such a material system is Pb(Mg1/3Mn2/3)O3, a relaxor ferroelectric[8]. 
Electrostriction can be written with respect to polarization (P), rather then electric field:  
 lkijklij PPQ=ε  (10) 
The polarization is related to the electric field through the dielectric constant [9]: 
 EPP s 0εε ⋅+=  (11) 
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This leads to the relationship between the two coefficients: 
 ( ) QM 20εε=  (12) 
3. Materials Used for Electromechanical Actuation 
3.1. PZT as an Active Material   
The most commonly used electromechanically active perovskites are lead - zirconate - 
titanate (PZT) based. These materials have a composition of Pb(ZrxTi1-x)O3 with x≈0.5 
near the morphotropic phase boundary. The use of these materials is limited to relatively 
small displacements as the highest strain level achieved is εmax ≈ 0.15% [10].   Another 
limitation of PZT based materials is the fact that they are lead-based. Lead has a high 
vapour pressure at elevated temperatures, making the manufacturing process more 
complicated and environmentally hazardous.    
3.2. FE-AFE Phase Transition Actuation 
In order to increase strain levels, a field induced ferroelectric (FE) - antiferroelectric 
(AFE) phase transition may be used. PZT based materials, near the morphotropic phase 
boundary at x≈0.05 are used. Previous research in our group [11] showed that for PLZHT 
(Pb1-xLax(Zr1-yHfy)1-zTizO3) the strain accompanying the phase transition can be as high 
as 0.4%. 
Figure 4a shows characteristic strain curves for phase transition actuation. Although 
higher strain levels are achieved, these materials have very high hysteresis and therefore 
are good for applications where a memory effect is needed. However, these materials can 
not be used for low loss applications.  
As with the piezoelectric PZT, these materials are lead based and therefore have the same 
processing limitations. 
3.3. Single Crystal Relaxor Materials 
Recently, relaxor type perovskite materials were demonstrated to exhibit exceptionally 
high levels of strain in single crystalline form. Materials such as Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 
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(PMN) and Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN) in solid solution with PbTiO3 (PT) were grown by 
the flux method and were shown to have strain levels of up to 1.7% [12]. A comparison 
between the single crystal and polycrystalline materials is shown in Figure 4b. Recent 
work on non-lead materials showed that the (Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3 - BaTiO3 (NBT-BT) system 
exhibits strain levels of up to 0.85% [13].  
One of the reasons for the high strain in the relaxor ferroelectrics is their rhombohedral 
crystal structure. The polarization for the rhombohedral phase is along <111> directions. 
Although the piezoelectric response along the <111> direction is not very strong, 
applying a field in a <100> direction can activate 4 equivalent dipoles. This improves the 
low field response in multi-domain materials. In addition, applying a sufficiently high 
field can result in a phase transition into the tetragonal phase, a transition that is 
accompanied by high strain (see Figure 3).  
 
 
Figure 3: Schematic of the rhombohedral polarization and the phase transition that 
can occur at high electric field in the (001) direction. 
P P
High Field 
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Figure 4: Strain - electric field plots showing (a) Pb0.98La0.02(Zr0.7Hf0.3)0.93Ti0.07O3 
phase transition actuator, and (b) Comparison of single crystal and polycrystalline 
actuators. [10] 
3.4. Piezoelectricity in BaTiO3 systems 
BaTiO3 is one of the most extensively studied ferroelectric materials. It has a congruent 
melting point of 1612°C (see phase diagram in Figure 5), below which it has a hexagonal 
unit cell. Further cooling, below 1460°C, the structure becomes cubic perovskite, 
followed by transition into the tetragonal, monoclinic and rhombohedral at 130°C, 0°C, 
and -90°C respectively. The monoclinic unit cell can also be described in orthorhombic 
coordinates, rotated 90° around the c-axis. Details of the pseudo-cubic phases and their 
lattice constants are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Phase diagram of the BaO-TiO2 system and the ferroelectric transitions 
for BaTiO3 at lower temperature. Although the basic unit cell at 0≥T≥-90°C is 
monoclinic, the equivalent orthorhombic cell is also shown. (From [14],[15])  
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Figure 6: Phase diagrams for BaTiO3:BaHfO3 [16] and BaTiO3:BaZrO3 [17] 
showing a composition region where the rhombohedral phase is stable at room 
temperature. 
BaTiO3 based materials are of potential interest in a range of applications, including 
memory devices, tunable microwave dielectrics, and non-linear optics [18], [19]. The use 
of BaTiO3 for piezoelectric applications is, however, limited due to the small 
piezoelectric coefficient of the room temperature-stable tetragonal phase [15]. In order to 
improve the piezoelectric response, efforts have been directed towards stabilizing the 
low-temperature rhombohedral phase. As has been mentioned in section  3.3, the 
rhombohedral structure can potentially have a higher piezoelectric response. The 
Goldschmidt tolerance factor for perovskites (t) describes the ratio of required spacing in 
the <110> and <100> lattice directions: 
 
( )OB
OA
RR
RRt
+
+
=
2
 (13) 
RA, RB, and RO are the A-site, B-site, and oxygen ionic radii respectively. As a first 
approximation, t=1 corresponds to a perfect cubic structure, t>1 corresponds to tetragonal 
structure, and t<1 corresponds to a distorted cubic (monoclinic or rhombohedral). 
Generally speaking, one can increase the stability of the rhombohedral phase by 
increasing the size of the B-site ion. This, however, can also result in the lowering of the 
Curie point as the cubic phase becomes more favorable than the tetragonal one.  
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In BaTiO3, the stabilization of the rhombohedral phase can be achieved through the 
addition of Zr, Hf, KNbO3, and Sn. Figure 6 shows the phase diagrams for Zr and Hf 
doped BaTiO3. Previous work has been done on some of these compositions for their 
dielectric properties [20]. Our work at MIT resulted in a patent on the use of the 
rhombohedral phase for its enhanced piezoelectric behavior [21]. Recent work by Rehrig 
et al.[22] indicates that single crystals of Zr doped BaTiO3 maintain a piezoelectric 
coefficient of 480 pC/N even when highly porous, compared to 190 pC/N for the pure 
material.   
4. Electro-optic Modulators 
4.1. The Electro-optic effect 
The 3D index of refraction can be described by the following elliptical surface: 
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The notation above is the reduced notation, where 1=11, 2=22, 3=33, 4=23, 5=13, and 
6=12. By transforming the tensor to its principle axes (for the case of no applied field this 
would be the crystallographic orientations) one gets a simple ellipse. Figure 7 shows such 
an ellipse with n11, n22, and n33 being the principle axes. Light propagating in the general 
direction S will see n1 and n2 as the 2 polarization indices. Materials for which the two 
polarization directions see a different index are called birefringent. The propagation 
velocity for light in matter (c) is related to the speed of light in vacuum (c0) through the 
refractive index: 
 
n
cc 0=  (15) 
For birefringent materials, the two polarizations will, therefore, propagate at a different 
velocity, resulting in rotation of the optical-polarization vector. 
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Figure 7: The index ellipsoid for the case of n11, n22, n33 as major axis indices. Light 
propagating in the S direction, will see two polarization components - one with 
index n1 and the other with index n2. 
The electro-optic effect describes the change to the index ellipsoid due to an applied 
electric field (E): 
 jij
i
Er
n
=




∆ 2
1  (16) 
From symmetry considerations, the electro-optic tensor (rij) is limited in the number of 
independent components. For some of the common E-O symmetry systems these 
limitations are: 
 4mm (tetragonal): r33≠0, r13=r23, r42=r51. Other rij = 0. 
 3m (trigonal / rhombohedral): -r22= r12=r61, r13=r23, r42=r51. Other rij = 0. 
Table 2 on page 30 contains some specific values for the electro-optic coefficients of 
BaTiO3, LiNbO3 and some other commonly used materials. 
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Figure 8: Schematics of a Mach-Zender modulator. Light propagates from the 
right, through a bias field and then through the modulating field. 
4.2. BaTiO3 for electro-optic applications 
Electro-optic modulators translate an electric signal to an amplitude modulation of a light 
signal. The most common type of modulator is the Mach-Zender modulator, shown 
schematically in Figure 8 [23]. A signal traveling in an electro-optic waveguide is split 
into two branches. Each branch is then subjected to a different electric field, resulting in a 
different refractive index. The difference in refractive index creates a phase mismatch 
between the two branches as they recombine, affecting the output intensity. The length of 
the device depends on the change in refractive index that can be achieved. A high electro-
optic response is therefore required for miniaturization. In addition, the characteristic 
length of these devices is 0.1-10mm, making it essential to have low loss waveguides. 
Maximum loss of 1-3dB per device is usually accepted, requiring material losses of 
several dB per cm. 
LiNbO3 is the commonly used material for electro-optic modulators. This is largely due 
to the ability to grow LiNbO3 as large, high quality single crystals. However, the electro-
optic coefficient of LiNbO3 is low compared to many other ferroelectric materials. In 
addition, it is of growing interest to integrate optical components with the electronics on 
the same chip. This requires materials compatible with current silicon technology. 
BaTiO3 has a high electro-optic coefficient, r42~820. In addition, the simple cubic 
structure of BaTiO3 can be grown on Si using buffer layers of MgO[24], TiN[25] and 
+ Vmod 
-
-
+ Vbias 
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Ni/NiO[26]. Most work to-date on the integration of BaTiO3 on Si has been for dielectric 
applications. Similar research on BaTiO3 for integrated optics applications remains 
sparse. 
For tetragonal BaTiO3 the index ellipsoid can be written in terms of principle axes using 
n11=n22=no and n33=ne : 
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The electro-optically modified index ellipsoid is given by: 
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For an electric field in the z direction (tetragonal c-axis) the principle directions are left 
unchanged, but their magnitude is modified: 
 31322
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Assuming small changes in the index and using: 
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Both forms of equation  (19) can be written as: 
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i
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For electric field in the y direction, the calculation is more complicated: 
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The mixed component xz implies rotation of the principle axis directions. The amount of 
rotation (θ) depends on the magnitude of the electro-optic change compared to the 
birefringence of the material. Two limiting cases are: 
 2242
11
oe nn
Er −<<  (22) 
 2242
11
oe nn
Er −>>  (23) 
The magnitude of the change is, in both cases: 
 yoox Er
nnn 42
3
2
' +=  , oy nn =' , yeez Er
nnn 42
3
2
' −=  (24) 
By observing similar approximations for other orientations, one can define a figure of 
merit: 
 jki rnMOF 3.. =  (25) 
The figure of merit in equation  (25) defines the magnitude of an index change for a given 
electric field. Comparison of the F.O.M of BaTiO3 and LiNbO3 is given in Table 2, 
together with the values for the electro-optic coefficient and the index of refraction. 
These values show the advantage of using BaTiO3 for E-O applications.  
Table 2: Comparison of the figure of merit, n3r, for some electro-optic materials. 
Based on data from Holman et al. [27]  
Material ε (1GHz) rij [m/V] no ne  film field n3r 
BaTiO3  372 
r13=8, r33=23, 
r42=820 
2.437 2.365  c z 334  c y 10,850 
LiNbO3 37 
r13=8.6, r22=3.4 
r33=30.8, r42=28
2.29 2.20 
 c z 328 
 a y 37 
 a z 113 
PLZT 1285 rc=136 2.5   c z 2,125 
KNbO3 137 r33=64, r42=380 2.25 2.17 
 c z 653 
 c y 4,328 
GaAs 14 r42=1.2 3.6 3.6  c z 56 
InP 14 r42=1.5 3.21 3.21  c z 50 
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From the data described so far, it has been demonstrated that BaTiO3 has superior bulk 
properties compared to LiNbO3, and is more compatible with Si technology. Other 
promising systems, such as KNbO3 and PLZT, have been studied elsewhere [28],[29]. Of 
all these systems, however, BaTiO3 has the highest potential in terms of bulk properties. 
There are, however, several problems related to the integration of BaTiO3 onto Si.  
The high electro-optic coefficient is limited to the off-diagonal r42 component. This can 
introduce rotation and polarization mixing. For example, one can consider the simple 
case of a (001) oriented film. The z direction is taken to coincide with the extraordinary 
index, perpendicular to the surface, and the field is applied in the x direction, parallel to 
the surface (see Figure 9). The index ellipsoid is reduced to: 
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The ellipsoid is rotated around the y axis by an angle θ, given by: 
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The index of refraction in the new orientation x’ and z’ are: 
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The results in  (27) and  (28) emphasize the importance of the birefringence. For small 
values of birefringence, the angle θ is close to 45°, and the electro-optic effect is 
maximized. 
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Figure 9: Index ellipsoid and the polarization rotation for the case of (001) film and 
(100) field (illustrated on the right).  
For larger values of birefringence, θ decreases rapidly, and with it the electro-optic 
response. Taking a small angle approximation of tanθ~θ, one can re-write equation  (28) 
as:  
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An interesting result from equation  (29) is that for the birefringent material, the change in 
index depends on the field squared, rather then the standard linear dependency. 
From the above discussion, it is evident that the orientation of the BaTiO3 film is very 
important. Several buffer layers have been suggested for the oriented growth of BaTiO3 
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on Si. Most common are MgO, (Sr,Ba)O, CeO2 and TiN [25]. Of these materials, MgO 
has been studied the most as a substrate for BaTiO3, mostly due to the high lattice 
matching and the low thermal expansion coefficient mismatch [30]. The refractive index 
of BaTiO3 is lower then that of the Si substrate. This can result in optical losses unless a 
buffer of at least 2µm is used. This becomes an issue since the growth rate of MgO is 
limited to around 100nm/hr [31]. Recently, the deposition of oriented SrTiO3 on SOI was 
reported by Eisenbeiser et al. [32] from Motorola. A similar technique might be possible 
for growing BaTiO3 on Si with a thick buffer layer. During the growth process described 
by Eisenbeiser et al., the top Si layer is oxidized. This would result in a volume increase 
of that layer, and possibly dislocation formation due to that. For our devices, however, a 
low density of dislocations should not pose a problem. As long as the dislocation density 
is much smaller then 1/λ2 (for λ~1.5µm, ρ<10-8 cm-2) the effect on the optical properties 
should remain small. Furthermore, BaTiO3 can form pure edge {101}/<101> dislocation 
systems at the growth interface in order to accommodate lattice mismatch [33]. This 
ensures a low density of dislocations in the bulk. 
The high dielectric constant of BaTiO3 compared to that of the surrounding material 
(MgO or SiO2) makes it difficult for the electric field to penetrate into the waveguide. 
The field distribution for the case of BaTiO3 surrounded by MgO on a Si/SiO2 wafer is 
shown in Figure 10.  The fact that the electric field does not penetrate the BaTiO3 
effectively lowers the electro-optic coefficient.  
Addition of Zr to BaTiO3 has been reported to reduce the RF dielectric constant. In 
addition the addition of Zr and Hf increase the lattice parameter of BaTiO3, therefore 
reducing the lattice mismatch with MgO[34]. The reduction in lattice mismatch could 
allow for a lower processing temperature.  
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Figure 10: Electric field distribution in a BaTiO3 buried waveguide. The field does 
not penetrate the high dielectric region of the BaTiO3. Calculated by Luciano Socci, 
Pirelli Labs, Milan.  
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Chapter 2: Objectives 
The major objectives of this research were: 
(1) To stabilize the rhombohedral phase of BaTiO3 at room temperature and to study 
its piezoelectric properties  
(2) To study the optical properties of BaTiO3-based films and their dependence on 
deposition conditions 
1.1. Bulk Materials 
Zr, Hf, and KNb were chosen as candidate materials for stabilizing the rhombohedral 
phase. Samples of different composition were prepared and studied by x-ray diffraction 
in order to investigate the phase stability region. Dielectric measurements as a function of 
temperature were carried out and analyzed to find the phase transition temperatures. 
Piezoelectric measurements were carried out in order to extract the piezoelectric constant 
and maximum strain.  
1.2.  Thin Films 
Three compositions were chosen for deposition, pure BaTiO3, 8%Zr:BaTiO3, and 
10%Hf:BaTiO3. The three compositions have different lattice parameter and, therefore, 
different lattice mismatch with the substrate. The hypothesis was that lowering the lattice 
mismatch can help reduce the strain in the film and lower the growth temperature. In 
order to check this hypothesis, x-ray analysis was used to characterize crystallographic 
orientation and strain in the films. This was done at different growth conditions and 
analyzed for trends. 
The index of refraction was measured using ellipsometry and transmission perpendicular 
to the film was used to ensure low losses.  The objective was to correlate the refractive 
index with growth conditions and film parameters. Since the Curie temperature for these 
materials is low, ranging from 35°C for 8%Zr:BaTiO3 to 130°C for pure BaTiO3, thermal 
dependency of the optical properties is very important for device performance. The 
temperature dependency of the refractive index was measured, as was thermal stability 
after low temperature anneal.  
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Chapter 3: Experimental 
This section describes the sample preparation and characterization methods used in this 
research.  
1. Sample Preparation 
1.1. Polycrystalline Samples 
Polycrystalline samples were prepared by solid-state reaction of precursor materials.  
Barium carbonate and potassium carbonate were used as sources for the A-site and metal 
oxides for the B-site ions. The desired molar ratio of powders was measured, and then 
ball milled and sieved to ensure small particle size. Powders were then pressed into 
pellets at 5000 psi, reacted at T~700°C and sintered at T~1200°C. The pellets were then 
ground, mixed, and sieved to achieve maximum uniformity and avoid porosity related to 
the solid state reaction. The powders were then uniaxially pressed at 7000psi, followed 
by iso-pressing at 40000 psi, and sintering at a higher temperature. A characteristic time-
temperature sintering curve is shown in Figure 11. The pellets were held at 650°C to 
ensure complete binder burn-out prior to sintering at a temperature of 1300-1450°C. A 
list of sample compositions and the corresponding sintering conditions are given in Table 
3. 
 
Table 3: Polycrystalline sample compositions and sintering conditions. 
Composition x [%mol] Sintering conditions 
Ba(Ti1-xZrx)O3 7-15 3-4 hrs, 1400°C 
Ba(Ti1-xHfx)O3 9-15 3-4 hrs, 1400-1450°C 
(BaTi)1-x(KNb)xO3 3.8, 4, 6 3 hrs, 1300°C 
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Figure 11: A characteristic time – temperature profile for sintering as measured in 
the furnace compared to the set-point. 
1.2. Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) 
BaTiO3 films were grown using a Pulsed Laser Deposition system. A Lambda Physik 
LPX325i laser source with λ=248nm was used. A schematic drawing of the PLD system 
is shown in Figure 12. A lens is used to focus the laser beam onto the target surface, 
which gives a fluency of up to 7 J/cm2. The high energy of the beam results in a plume of 
material being emitted and deposited on the substrate. The laser beam scans the target in 
order to reduce local damage to the target. The scanning is performed by moving the 
focusing lens, therefore moving the focal point. A heater unit is used to heat the substrate 
for growth at elevated temperatures.  
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Figure 12: Schematic drawing of the PLD system. The insert shows a photograph of 
the deposition chamber with the targets on the left and substrate on the right. 
Targets for the PLD were made using the technique described in section  1.1 above. The 
polycrystalline target surface was cleaned using acetone, followed by laser ablation in the 
PLD. After 20,000 pulses at 3 J/cm2, the target was ready for deposition. 
Single- and double-sided polished MgO substrates were obtained from MTI Crystals, Inc. 
To investigate the effect of magnesium hydroxide surface layers, some substrates were 
heat treated in air for 1 hour at 700°C, and for 3 hours at 850°C. Ion bombardment of the 
surface was also investigated, using the in-situ ion gun in the PLD system. Both of these 
surface treatments did not affect either film orientation or film quality. A list of 
deposition conditions is given in Table 4. 
The deposition of oriented SrTiO3 on SOI was reported by Eisenbeiser et al [32]. A 
similar process was examined for the growth of BaTiO3. SOI wafers were obtained from 
SOITECH. The native oxide was removed from the top Si layer using an HF etch. A thin 
layer of MgO was deposited in vacuum, to prevent the re-oxidation of the Si. Once an 
oriented MgO seed layer was obtained, the chamber was flooded with oxygen at 700°C 
for 30 min to achieve oxidation of the top Si layer. The process can be seen in Figure 13. 
Plume 
Laser Gas control 
system 
Target
Substrate
Ion gun 
Vacuum 
System
Scanning 
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Figure 13: Schematic representation of the growth of BaTiO3 on SOI. See text for 
details. 
 
Table 4: PLD deposition conditions 
Property Temperature Fluency Composition Environment Pressure 
MgO 
Substrate 
500-725°C 2-5 J/cm2 Pure, 8%Zr, 
10%Hf 
Vacuum, 1:1 
Ar:O2, O2 
10-6 – 10-2 
Torr 
SOI 
Substrate 
650-725°C 4-5 J/cm2 Pure, 10%Hf O2 10-2 Torr 
 
 
Si 
SiO2
Oxidation 
MgO Seed
BaTiO3 
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1.3. RF Sputtering 
MgO films were grown using an RF sputtering system. A schematic description of the 
sputtering system is shown in Figure 14. 2” MgO targets, 99.99% purity were obtained 
from Kurt Lesker. The system was pumped down to P<1⋅10-6 [Torr] and the appropriate 
gas mixture was introduced. Ar-O2 compositions between 75-100% Ar were used. The 
substrate was heated using a halogen heater to 400°C, and was rotated during deposition 
to increase homogeneity.   
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system 
Vacuum 
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Target 
Substrate 
RF field 
creates plasma
 
Figure 14: Schematic drawing of the RF sputtering system 
2. Characterization 
2.1. X-ray Analysis 
Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is commonly used for structure and phase analysis. 
During cooling from the paraelectric phase, the crystalline symmetry of BaTiO3 
decreases. The result is splitting of the once degenerate cubic diffraction peaks. For the 
tetragonal phase the {100} peaks become {100} and {001} while for the rhombohedral 
phase the { }111  splits into { }111  and { }111 .  
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In thin films, oriented growth can result in fewer diffraction peaks. In the case of full 
epitaxial growth, only one family of diffraction peaks will be visible in the diffraction 
pattern. If the films are not fully oriented, other diffraction peaks will start to show and 
their relative intensity can teach us about the level of orientation.  
Three X-ray setups were used to characterize the bulk and film samples. The standard 
Bragg-Brentano configuration was used for the polycrystal samples and for samples with 
low levels of orientation. Since the number of diffraction peaks and their intensity were 
not always sufficient to characterize the films, an additional measurement was conducted 
using a thin film setup (Figure 15). A glancing incident beam, usually less then 1° to the 
surface is used to illuminate the film. Due to the small angle, most of the x-ray intensity 
is confined in the film and the diffraction signal is enhanced. The detector is then moved 
along 2θ and the intensity is recorded. Unlike the standard Bragg diffraction, the 
reflecting planes in this case are not parallel to the surface, allowing for more peaks to be 
recorded even in oriented films. This setup can help in cases of low level of orientation, 
but is still limited when higher epitaxial relations occur. 
For high level of orientation, a high resolution X-ray diffraction system was used (Figure 
16). The system uses a four crystal monochromator to collimate the beam, a process 
resulting in higher accuracy in the diffraction pattern. The system can scan the stage and 
the detector in a θ-2θ configuration. In addition, it is possible to offset the sample from 
the Bragg conditions. The offset to θ is called an ω-scan. 
 
Figure 15: Thin film setup for X-ray diffraction. See details in the text. 
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 Figure 16: Schematic representation of the high resolution X-ray diffraction 
system. See text for details. 
2.2. Microstructure Analysis 
Optical microscopy is a very useful technique for characterizing polar materials. 
Polarized light can be used to enhance the visibility of domain structure and defects. For 
higher magnifications, electron microscopy is needed. The use of a field emission gun 
high-resolution scanning electron microscope (FEG-HRSEM) allows the use of low 
working potentials. This is important in non-conductive materials as it reduces charging 
effects. Consequently, a larger magnification image can be achieved without coating the 
sample. Another advantage of using electron microscopy is the ability to use wavelength 
dispersion spectroscopy (WDS). WDS uses the characteristic X-ray emission lines to 
evaluate sample composition. The combination of WDS with bright field image can be 
used to find composition inhomogeneities and relate them to regions within the material. 
2.3. Thickness Measurements 
Sample thickness was measured using profilometry (Tencor P10 Surface Profiler) and 
ellipsometry (Gaertner Scientific variable angle ellipsometer, λ=633nm), the two 
techniques complementing each other. Profilometry is limited to the edges of the film, 
and therefore can have inaccuracies when the substrate is not flat all the way to the edge. 
Ellipsometry, on the other hand, gives accurate measurements at the center of the sample. 
Since the ellipsometry measurement depends on interference effects from the top and 
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bottom of the film, it gives a set of results for the thickness. This set has a periodicity that 
depends on the refractive index, the thickness and the incident angle. Choosing the 
correct thickness from the set is possible by using the values measured in the 
profilometer. A schematic diagram of how these measurements were taken is shown in 
Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17: Schematic drawing showing the profilometry scans (lines) and 
ellipsometry measurements (circles) used to obtain film thickness. 
2.4. Index of Refraction Measurements 
A Metricon 2010 system was used to measure the ordinary and extraordinary indices of 
BaTiO3 films. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 18. A laser beam is focused 
onto the surface of the sample, using a coupling prism. The beam is scanned at an angle 
smaller than the external reflection condition (θB) so that the full intensity is reflected 
from the surface, and the intensity is recorded at the detector. If a propagating mode 
exists in the film, light will couple into it and a lower intensity is registered at the 
detector. By analyzing the mode angles, one obtains the index of refraction for the film. 
The incoming beam can be polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the film in order 
to obtain both TE and TM data. 
Substrate 
Film 
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Figure 18: Schematic drawing of the Metricon system. See text for details. 
2.5. Electron Microscopy and Chemical Analysis  
Electron microscopy was performed using two systems: a high resolution FEG-SEM, and 
an EPMA enabled system.  
A JEOL 6320FV Field-Emission High-resolution SEM was used to obtain back scattered 
and secondary electron images. The system is equipped with a field emission gun and an 
in-column detector, allowing for a lower acceleration voltage and a shorter working 
distance. This allows working with insulating materials without a conductive coating, 
although at higher magnifications charging can still occur. Standard working conditions 
were 1-3kV at 2-3mm for secondary electrons, and 8kV at 8mm for back-scattered 
imaging. The microscope is also capable of Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS) for 
chemical analysis, however the emission lines of the different components in the system 
are too close together and little information could be obtained. 
 A JEOL JXA-733 Electron Microprobe (EMP), also known as the Electron Probe X-ray 
Microanalyzer (EMPA), was used to obtain images and chemical analysis for both bulk 
and thin films. X-ray emissions, resulting from the e-beam interaction with the sample, 
are measured by Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometry (WDS). Unlike EDS, which 
collects the total emission from all the elements in the sample, WDS utilizes a directional 
detector that needs to be positioned for each element of interest. The result is a much 
more accurate value for the specified element, especially when compared to a standard, 
however, it makes for a much slower scan and is limited to a small set of elements.  
Scan θ<θB 
Detector 
Propagating 
mode 
θ 
I 
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2.6. Piezoelectric measurements 
Electromechanical measurements were performed using a laser interferometery method. 
The system is illustrated schematically in Figure 19. The beam reflected from the sample 
is compared to the one that comes directly from the beam-splitter. The Doppler shift is 
translated into velocity, which is in turn integrated to calculate translation. Information 
from the power supply and from the optical system is fed into a computer where the 
actual field and strain are calculated. The sample sits in an oil bath, which enables 
temperature control either during measurement or for poling. A detailed description of 
the system and its components can be found in [35]. 
Samples were tested prior to poling. Figure 20 shows the current vs. field plot prior to 
poling. The field at which domain motion begins is characterized by a sharp peak in 
current, as can be seen for the Zr-doped sample around 5kV/cm. Even when such a peak 
was not seen, an increase in the slope of the current around 10kV/cm was observed, 
suggesting an increase in domain motion. From these measurements, a poling field of 
10kV/cm was chosen. The poling was performed by cooling through the Curie 
temperature at 0.5°C/min under an applied electric field. A 1kV/cm ac signal was added 
to the 10kV/cm dc signal in order to improve the poling process [36]. 
The piezoelectric measurements were carried out in two modes: hysteresis loop and d33 
measurement. In hysteresis loop mode an AC voltage of -V to +V is applied on the 
sample, which allows the observation of domain switching. In d33 mode an AC voltage of 
0 to +V is applied, to reduce the hysteresis. The voltage amplitude was increased at steps 
of 0.5kV until dielectric breakdown occurred. A piezoelectric measurement was 
performed at each step, with the value from the last step prior to breakdown being taken 
for maximum strain. All the piezoelectric measurements were done at 1Hz and after the 
sample had sufficient time to cool from the poling process to below 25°C. 
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Figure 19: Schematic of the electro-mechanical testing system. 
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Figure 20: Current vs. Field plot for samples prior to poling. 
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Chapter 4: Results 
1. General 
This chapter includes the experimental results for both the bulk and thin-film samples. As 
appropriate, limited analysis of the data is presented here. The major part of the data 
analysis is left to  Chapter 5: Discussion. 
The results are split into two main categories – the bulk-polycrystal, and the thin film 
data. Each of those categories is further divided according to the nature of the 
experiment. 
2. Poly-Crystal Samples 
2.1. X-ray 
X-ray diffraction spectra of “as-prepared” samples showed either tetragonal, 
rhombohedral or both phases. An example is shown in Figure 21, where both the (111) 
rhombohedral split and the (200) tetragonal split are visible in BaTiO3 with 3.8%KNbO3. 
It is important to note that although different morphologies can co-exist, the samples did 
not reveal the presence of any minor phases.  
Applying even a small poling field (as low as 1kV/cm) reduced the stability of the 
tetragonal phase and X-ray spectra taken after poling show only the rhombohedral (111) 
split, as can be seen in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The fitted peak patterns were obtained 
using Origin [37]. 
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Figure 21: X-ray diffraction spectrum for BaTiO3 with 3.8% KNbO3 as sintered. 
The main graph shows peak matching the BaTiO3 phase, while the inserts zoom in 
on the (111) and (200) peaks. Peak splitting in both suggests that both the tetragonal 
and the rhombohedral phases coexist in the sample. 
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Figure 22: X-ray diffraction spectrum for 8%Zr:BaTiO3. The insert shows the 
fitting for the (111) and (200) peaks, matching a rhombohedral phase. 
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Figure 23: X-ray diffraction spectrum of 10%Hf:BaTiO3 showing both the 
tetragonal and rhombohedral splitting prior to poling (left), compared to only 
rhombohedral split after poling (right). 
2.2. Electron Microscopy and Chemical Analysis 
The second sintering stage was not sufficient to achieve homogeneous, high density 
materials. Zr-doped BaTiO3 showed variations of 1-2% in composition. Chemical 
analysis of an 8%Zr-doped material showed large grains (8-10µm) with 7% Zr and 
smaller grains (2-4µm) with 9.4% Zr. The inter-grain phase showed variations in 
composition, with values of 7-9% Zr. Since the size of the grain boundaries is actually 
smaller than the interaction region of the electron beam with the sample, these variations 
are probably the results of variations in neighboring grains. 
The Hf-doped BaTiO3 showed a higher level of inhomogeneity, with a second phase of 
BaHfO3 showing in the X-ray pattern after the first and second sintering stages (see 
Figure 25). Electron microscopy confirms this second phase, although it is difficult to 
assess its composition. Average composition throughout most of the sample is the 
expected 11%, with the Hf-rich areas having a composition of 28%. A closer look, 
however, shows that the Hf-rich areas are actually a conglomerate of small Hf-rich, and 
Hf-poor micro-grains. Since these grains are smaller then the resolution of the micro-
probe, their actual composition can not be measured. 
Exaggerated growth in BaTiO3 based materials is related to the formation of a liquid 
phase at the grain boundaries. Excess Ti has a small solubility with BaTiO3, forming a 
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BaTiO3+liquid region above 1322°C (see phase diagram in Figure 5). To prevent 
exaggerated grain growth, pure BaTiO3 is usually sintered below 1300°C. The addition of 
refractory elements, such as Zr and Hf require an increase in sintering temperature. To 
prevent grain boundary liquid formation, powders are mixed with a small (less then .1%) 
deficiency in Ti. The Hf-rich areas of the sample, serve as nucleation centers for the 
exaggerated growth, with 60µm grains showing after 2-3 hours at 1200°C. This suggests 
that a ternary eutectic might exist for the BaO-HfO2-TiO2 system, having a lower melting 
point then the binary eutectic. Previous reports on Sn and Zr additions to BaTiO3 support 
such behavior [38].  
The density of the sample even after the second sintering stage is very low, as is obvious 
from the large number of pores seen in Figure 24. An additional sintering stage was 
performed to improve homogeneity. Following this third sintering stage, the relative 
density reached about 97.5% of theoretical density as summarized in Table 5. The same 
composition as Figure 24 is shown in Figure 26 following the third stage of sintering. 
Back scattered electron show homogeneous grains.  
Figure 27 shows BaTiO3 with 8% Zr after three sintering stages. The grains appear 
facetted with an inter-grain phase apparent, especially at triple points. Some triple points 
showed pores, indicating that densification was not 100% complete. Analyzing pore 
distribution and size, a final density of 98-99% is estimated. Lattice parameter was 
calculated from the x-ray measurements (see  Chapter 5:2.1, page 69) and the theoretical 
density (ρth) was calculated using: 
 
Auc
th NV
WM ..
=ρ  (30) 
M.W. is the molecular weight, Vuc is the unit cell volume, and NA is Avogadro’s number. 
 For 8%Zr in BaTiO3 the density is 6.058 g/cm3. Samples were weighed and their 
physical dimensions were measured in order to calculate the density. For 8%Zr:BaTiO3 a 
density of 5.905 g/cm3 was measured, corresponding to 97.5% of the theoretical density. 
Similar results for other Zr- and Hf- doped BaTiO3 were obtained, and are listed in Table 
5.  
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Table 5: Density calculations from X-ray and from weight measurements. 
Material Lattice Parameter [Å]
ρx-ray 
[g/cm3] 
ρweight 
[g/cm3] 
Relative 
density 
7%Zr 4.017 6.054 5.89 97.3% 
8%Zr 4.0185 6.058 5.905 97.5% 
10%Zr 4.023 6.060 5.91 97.5% 
15%Zr 4.031 6.079 5.92 97.4% 
8%Hf 4.0215 6.223 6.075 97.6% 
10%Hf 4.025 6.274 6.11 97.4% 
11%Hf 4.027 6.297 6.14 97.5% 
15%Hf 4.0335 6.399 6.22 97.2% 
 
  
 
Figure 24: Backscattered electron image of BaTiO3:11%Hf after the first sintering. 
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Figure 25: X-ray diffraction spectrum of BaTiO3:11%Hf after the first sintering. 
The arrows point to a minority phase, BaHfO3. 
 
 
Figure 26: BaTiO3:11%Hf after the third sintering stage, showing secondary 
electrons image (left) and backscattered electrons image (right). 
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Figure 27: SEM pictures of BaTiO3 with 8%Zr. The top image, taken at a lower 
magnification, shows the high density of the material. The bottom image shows a 
close-up on pores at triple-junctions.  
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2.3. Dielectric Properties 
Dielectric measurements were performed using a Solatron impedance analyzer. Given the  
high impedance of the samples reasonable data were obtained only at the higher 
frequencies, as can be seen in Figure 28 for 11%Hf:BaTiO3. The noisy data obtained 
below 10kHz make it difficult to simulate an appropriate equivalent circuit. The 
impedance of a circuit simulated for the high frequency range is shown in Figure 28. The 
high impedance at lower frequencies could be attributed to the high resistivity of the 
sample (ρ>108 Ω-cm). In order to lower the impedance, a 10MΩ resistor was connected 
in parallel to the sample. The improvement in the measured spectra can be seen in Figure 
29. The equivalent circuit in Figure 29 shows that the sample can be considered as a pure 
capacitor, with: 
 
C
Z
ω
1" −=  (31) 
It is therefore possible to use a single frequency measurement in order to find the 
dielectric constant with little error. For the BaTiO3:11%Hf sample, the equivalent circuit 
gave a capacity of C=9.88±0.02 pF, while the value measured at 10kHz was C=9.90 pF.  
Samples of several compositions were put in a furnace and connected to an HP4192 
impedance analyzer. Dielectric constant measurements were performed at a frequency of 
10kHz, to ensure that the impedance was not too high. The dielectric constant as a 
function of temperature for 10% and 15% Hf doped BaTiO3 is shown in Figure 30. The 
dielectric constant as a function of temperature for Zr-doped BaTiO3 is shown in Figure 
31.  
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Figure 28: Impedance plot for 11%Hf:BaTiO3. Below 10 kHz the impedance is too 
high, resulting in inaccurate measurements. Note that the Z” scale is three orders of 
magnitude larger then the Z’ scale. 
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Figure 29: Impedance plot for 11%Hf:BaTiO3 with a 10MΩ resistor in parallel. The 
equivalent circuit is R1=10±.05 MΩ, R2=1.5±0.1 kΩ, and C=9.88±0.02 pF. 
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Figure 30: Dielectric measurements for BaTiO3 with 10% and 15% Hf. as a function 
of temperature. 
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Figure 31: Dielectric constant as a function of temperature for Zr doped BaTiO3. 
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2.4. Electromechanical Testing 
The polarization hysteresis loop was calculated by integrating the current during the 
piezoelectric testing. Figure 32a shows the results for BaTiO3 with 7%Zr. The hysteresis 
loop is very narrow, with a coercive field around 2-3 kV/cm. The samples doped with 
KNbO3 showed an almost paraelectric response as can be seen in Figure 32b. 
The piezoelectric response was measured for the different samples and compared to that 
of standard PZT samples. A sample of pure BaTiO3 was also prepared for comparison. 
Figure 33 shows the strain vs. field response for different materials. It can be seen that all 
the rhombohedral phase-stabilized BaTiO3 samples show a significant improvement over 
the pure (tetragonal) phase.  
Samples were tested after subsequent annealing. The effect of chemical inhomogeneity 
(see  Chapter 4:2.2, page 14) are also evident in the piezoelectric response. Figure 35 
shows the response of a sample after the first sintering stage compared to that of a sample 
measured following the second sintering stage. For a complete list of the piezoelectric 
properties, see  
Table 7 on page 78. 
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Figure 32: Polarization hysteresis loops for BaTiO3 with 7%Zr 3.8% KNbO3 and 
4%KNbO3. 
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Figure 33: Strain vs. electric field behavior of doped BaTiO3 (4%KNbO3, 8%Zr, 
10%Hf) compared to standard PZT and pure BaTiO3. 
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Figure 34: Strain vs. electric field hysteresis loop for doped BaTiO3 (4%KNbO3, 
7%Zr, 10%Hf). 
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Figure 35: Piezoelectric response for BaTiO3:11%Hf. The light circles represent a 
sample after the first sintering stage and the dark X’s after the second sintering 
stage. 
3. Thin Films 
3.1. Thickness and Roughness 
A characteristic profilometry measurement of a BaTiO3 film grown on MgO is shown in 
Figure 36. Ellipsometry measurements for this sample gave a thickness of 520-540nm, 
compared with the 470-530nm from the profilometer. The thickness variations are not 
due to roughness, but rather a gradient of 15% over the entire substrate (1x1cm2). This is 
an intrinsic problem with our PLD system, since one can not rotate or move the substrate 
during deposition. AFM measurements were performed on several samples; however, 
such scans took longer to run and do not add much information. Roughness was, 
therefore, assessed using the profilometry scans.  
Thickness measurements were used to evaluate the deposition rate. Deposition rate as a 
function of substrate temperature and laser fluency is shown in Figure 37. Substrate 
temperature plays a very small role in deposition rate, with a change of less then 10% 
over the entire range examined. Deposition rate goes up with fluency up to 3 J/cm2, at 
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which point it saturates at around 0.33Å/pulse. Changing the deposition frequency does 
not affect the deposition rate per pulse. The result is a deposition rate of 10nm/min at 
5Hz, and around 60nm/min at 30Hz. Figure 37 also shows a pure BaTiO3 film compared 
with a Zr doped one, both deposited under the same conditions. Both the deposition rate 
and the gradient throughout the sample are the same, suggesting that doping has little 
effect on the deposition mechanism, in particular on the ablation rate and the angular 
distribution of the plume. 
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Figure 36: Profilometry measurements for BaTiO3 film grown on MgO (left) and an 
AFM scan (right). 
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Figure 37: Deposition rate as a function of substrate temperature and laser fluency 
(left), and a comparison of pure and Zr-doped BaTiO3 deposition (right). 
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3.2. X-ray 
General 
X-ray data for BaTiO3-based films is presented in this section. Since there is a lattice 
mismatch between the substrate and the film, most of the films grow strained. In the 
following sections strain is calculated compared to bulk material having the same 
composition. For calculations of the bulk lattice parameter see  Chapter 5:2.1. 
Growth on MgO 
Samples were aligned for X-ray diffraction using the MgO (200) peak for MgO 
substrates and Si (400) for SOI substrates. Figure 38 shows the diffraction pattern for 
BaTiO3:8%Zr grown at 650°C and 700°C. At 650°C, the (111) and (002) peaks are 
visible, matching a 2.2% strained BaTiO3. At 700°C, the (110) and (002) peaks are 
visible, matching a 1.6% strain. Growth at 700°C and a higher fluency shows (200)/(002) 
peaks with a strain of 0.6%. The high resolution diffraction pattern in Figure 39 is 
characteristic of samples grown at low temperature. The BaTiO3 peak is sharp in the 
θ−2θ direction (∆θ axis), indicating good crystallinity. In the ω direction, however, the 
peak is very wide, indicating a low level of orientation.  
At higher temperature, films with higher levels of orientations were obtained. An 
example of BaTiO3:10%Hf grown at 700°C is shown in Figure 40. The film shows only 
the <110> family of peaks in standard diffraction. High resolution diffraction confirms 
the orientation, with a very narrow peak in ω space.  
A summary of strain and orientation for films grown at different substrate temperature is 
shown in Figure 41.  
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Figure 38: X-ray diffraction spectrum for BaTiO3:8%Zr on MgO, showing the 
change in strain and orientation as a function of temperature and fluency. 
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Figure 39: A high resolution scan around the MgO(200) peak for a sample grown at 
600°C shows a wide ω-stability for the BaTiO3 peak, indicating low level of 
orientation. 
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Figure 40: X-ray diffraction spectrum of BaTiO3:10%Hf. Only (110) peaks are 
visible in the diffraction pattern (left), and a high resolution scan showing a high 
degree of orientation, indicated by narrow ω peaks. 
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Figure 41: Summary of film orientation and strain as a function of substrate 
temperature. Films were grown using fluency of 3.5-4 J/cm2, with the exception of 
the two samples marked with ‘*’, that were grown using 5 J/cm2. 
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Growth on SOI 
Growing BaTiO3 directly on SOI results in an un-oriented film, even when done at 
elevated temperatures. X-ray diffraction of one such film is shown in Figure 42. The 
MgO is oriented in the (100) direction, however the diffraction peak is very broad. The 
BaTiO3 is mostly (111) oriented, but longer scans reveal traces of (211) peaks.  
Details of the growth and characterization of MgO are given in  Appendix A:.  
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Figure 42: X-ray diffraction for BaTiO3 grown on SOI at 700°C (left), and BaTiO3 
on MgO on SOI (right). 
3.3. Optical Properties 
The refractive index is plotted in Figure 43 as a function of substrate temperature and 
film composition. Films grown at a temperature lower then 550°C had very low 
refractive indices, indicative of amorphous films. The low level of crystallinity is also 
obvious from x-ray diffraction of these films.  
Metricon measurements were performed at wavelengths of 660nm, 1380nm, and 
1550nm. The average of TE and TM measurements for pure BaTiO3, 8%Zr:BaTiO3, and 
10%Hf:BaTiO3 are shown in Figure 43. As expected the index goes slightly down at 
longer wavelengths.  
Transmission measurement as a function of wavelength for pure BaTiO3 is shown in 
Figure 44. The film measured was 1µm thick, which resulted in interference oscillations.  
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Figure 43: Index of refraction of BaTiO3 based thin films: (a) Values from 
ellipsometry measurements as a function of substrate temperature, and (b) 
Metricon measurements as a function of wavelength.  
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Figure 44: Transmission measurements through a 1µm thick BaTiO3 film.  The 
vertical line at 1550nm represents the region of interest in optical communications. 
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Samples were heat treated to evaluate the thermal stability of the index of refraction. The 
index as a function of temperature is plotted in Figure 45. The sample with 10% Hf 
shows a change of slope of the TM index around 60°C and a discontinuity around 80°C. 
These appear to be related to the phase transitions expected for this composition. The in-
plane directions are strained by the substrate, and therefore the structural phase transition 
is limited to the direction perpendicular to the film. TE propagation is related to light 
polarized in the plane of the film, and therefore the impact of phase transitions is not 
observed. 
After cooling back to room temperature, a small hysteresis was observed. In order to 
understand the source of this hysteresis, the samples were heated, held at temperature and 
then cooled down to room temperature. The index of refraction was measured after each 
such anneal, together with x-ray diffraction. The optical measurements are shown in 
Figure 46 for a pure BaTiO3 and an 8%Zr BaTiO3. For both films, the changes for the TE 
mode are within the error of the measurement The TM mode, however, shows a drop in 
the index when treated at 60°C or more. The drop is small, 2×10-3 for pure BaTiO3 and 
less then 1×10-3 for the 8%Zr sample, and is independent of the anneal temperature. X-
ray analysis of the samples after these anneals did not reveal any change to the crystal 
structure or strain level, although any such changes are expected to be very small and 
might be under the experimental resolution.  
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Figure 45: Index of refraction as a function of temperature for (a) BaTiO3 on MgO, 
and (b) BaTiO3:10%Hf on MgO 
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Figure 46: Refractive index of films after low temperature annealing. Pure BaTiO3 
(left) and BaTiO3:8%Zr (right).  
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
1. General 
This section is again divided into two sections: one on bulk – followed by one on thin 
films. Then we end with the conclusions. 
A key innovation of this thesis is related to investigation of the properties of the 
rhombohedral phase of BaTiO3. It is therefore natural to begin with the crystal structure 
and phase stability analysis, first through the x-ray diffraction data, and then through the 
dielectric measurements. The bulk analysis is concluded with an analysis of the potential 
effects of second phases on the piezoelectric response.  
The thin film analysis follows a similar logic, discussing film deposition conditions and 
their impact on the optical properties. 
2. Bulk Materials 
2.1. Phase Stability and Lattice Parameter 
The phase diagram for Zr- and Hf- BaTiO3 was shown in Figure 6. In both cases there is 
a pinching of the transition temperatures in the vicinity of the compositions being 
investigated. Such pinching indicates that the thermodynamic local minima for the 
different phases are energetically close. The addition of local strain can further add to the 
possible local minima in the energy domain, and sometimes global minima in local 
regions of the physical domain. This can result in meta-stable phases. In particular, since 
during cool-down the material goes through the tetragonal phase, that phase may remain 
meta-stable upon further cooling. For the higher doping levels (15%Hf, 15%Zr), the 
material passes directly from cubic to rhombohedral, without going through the 
tetragonal phase. These materials did not show any presence of the meta-stable tetragonal 
phase.  
As mention before ( Chapter 4:2.1), cooling under a poling field stabilized the 
rhombohedral phase. This can be explained by looking at the thermodynamic potential. 
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The thermodynamic potential can be written as a function of temperature and the order 
parameters [39],[40]: 
( ) ( )( ) ( )232221141232221210321 )(,,, ηηηβηηηαηηη +++++−+Φ=Φ cTTTT  
 ( ) ...232123222221221 ++++ ηηηηηηβ  (32) 
By minimizing the energy one can find the equilibrium solutions for the order 
parameters. The trivial solution of ηi=0 corresponds to the cubic, paraelectric, state. 
Other solutions include the tetragonal phase: 
 0,0 321 ≠== ηηη  
 0,0 231 ≠== ηηη  (33) 
 0,0 132 ≠== ηηη  
and the rhombohedral phase: 
 0321 ≠== ηηη  (34) 
Applying an electric field one should add the following to  (32): 
 ( )332211 EEEaE ηηη ++−=∆Φ   (35) 
This increases the stability of non-zero order parameters, therefore poling the material. 
The higher number of non-zero order parameters for the rhombohedral phase results in a 
larger reduction of the free energy compared to the tetragonal phase. This, in turn, makes 
the meta-stable appearance of the tetragonal phase less favorable. Similar behavior has 
been previously reported for the transition between tetragonal and orthorhombic BaTiO3 
[41]. 
The x-ray data was fitted to a rhombohedral unit cell with lattice parameter a, and angle 
α. The value of α was calculated first using the (111) and (222) lines [42]: 
 ( ) khmkhl
mN
R ⋅⋅−+
=αcos  (36) 
with: 
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 222;
sinsin
sinsin
lkhNm
hkllhk
hkllhk ++=
+
−
=
θθ
θθ  (37) 
Since m depends on the difference between θhkl and θhk-l, the resolution of the 
diffractometer determines the accuracy of measuring α. For some samples, especially at 
the higher doping level, no (111) or (222) peak splitting was observed and the pattern was 
similar to cubic (Figure 47). Since the dielectric measurements show that the material is 
already at the ferroelectric phase (see section  Chapter 4:2.3 on page 54), this should be 
attributed to the resolution of the x-ray instrument, making it impossible to measure 
α≥89.99. 
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Figure 47: X-ray pattern for 15%Hf:BaTiO3 showing the (222) peak. A single 
pseudo-Voight peak fits the curve, although the sample is rhombohedral. 
 
Using the value of α, the lattice parameter was calculated according to: 
 ( )RN hlklhkhklR
Na
αθ
λ
cos1sin2 +++
=  (38) 
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The average from several (hkl) planes was taken, and is plotted in Figure 48 for both Zr 
and Hf solid solutions. Table 6 summarizes the lattice parameter and rhombohedral angle 
measured in this work.  
The lattice parameter exhibited a linear dependence on the doping percentage of Zr and 
Hf, as illustrated in Figure 48. Using the molar fraction [Zr] and [Hf], the following fits 
were obtained for the rhombohedral lattice parameter: 
 ( ) [ ]Zra ⋅±+= 005.018.0005.4  Å (39) 
 ( ) [ ]Hfa ⋅±+= 005.017.0008.4  Å (40) 
In both cases the rhombohedral distortion was very small, with 89.95°<α<90°. It is 
interesting to note that the volumetric lattice parameter ( 3 2ca ) for pure BaTiO3 at room 
temperature is 4.006Å - 4.007Å [15], compared to (4.005±5×10-4)Å and (4.008±5×10-4)Å 
in equations  (39) and  (40). 
Table 6: Summary of lattice parameter and rhombohedral angle for samples 
studied in this work. 
 7% 
Zr 
8% 
Zr 
10% 
Zr 
15% 
Zr 
8% 
Hf 
10% 
Hf 
11% 
Hf 
15% 
Hf 
3.8% 
KN 
4% 
KN 
d 
[Å] 
4.017 4.0185 4.023 4.031 4.0215 4.025 4.027 4.0335 4.009 4.006 
α 89.95 89.97 ≥89.99 ≥89.99 89.965 89.98 89.985 ≥89.99 ≥89.99 ≥89.99 
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Figure 48: Lattice parameter as a function of Hf concentration (left) and Zr 
concentration (right) as determined from x-ray diffraction. 
2.2. Dielectric measurements and phase transitions 
The dielectric constant measurements, as shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31, show a 
distinct Curie transition. Subsequent transitions, however, are less obvious. The 
derivative of the dielectric constant (ε’) was taken in order to find these phase transitions. 
The phase transitions can be seen in Figure 49 for Hf-doped and in Figure 50 for Zr-
doped BaTiO3. The transition temperatures extracted from Figure 49 and Figure 50 are 
compared to literature values in Figure 51 and Figure 52. The error in estimating the 
transition temperature from ε’ is relatively small, ±1° for the Curie point and ±2.5° for 
the other transitions. This, however, is only the measurable part of the error. Samples 
were heated at a rate of 1-2°C/min to ensure as much thermal equilibrium as possible. 
Even so, small fluctuations occurred, as can be seen from the noise in Figure 49 and 
Figure 50. In addition, having the thermocouple in contact with the sample introduced 
errors in the impedance measurement. The thermocouple was, therefore, not in contact 
with the sample, introducing another source of error. Over all, the error in temperature 
reading is estimated at no more ±3°C,  
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Figure 49: First derivative of the dielectric constant for BaTiO3 with 10% and 15% 
Hf. Phase transitions are labeled with the transition temperature. 
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Figure 50: First derivative of the dielectric constant for BaTiO3 with 8%, 10% and 
15% Zr. Phase transitions are labeled with the transition temperature. 
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Figure 51: Phase diagrams for BaTiO3:BaHfO3 [16] overlaid with the measured 
transition temperatures. 
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Figure 52: Phase diagrams for BaTiO3:BaZrO3 [17] overlaid with the measured 
transition temperatures. 
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2.3. Piezoelectric Properties 
All the doped samples showed a two stage piezoelectric response, with the boundary 
around 12 kV/cm. For Zr and Hf doping, the low field regime is dominated by a high 
piezoelectric response (d33>300pC/N), and the high field regime by a saturation level 
with d33<100pC/N. The high field value is characteristic of pure BaTiO3, suggesting that 
the material undergoes a phase transition into the tetragonal phase. As was mentioned 
earlier, the pinching of the phase stability regions can result in a meta-stable tetragonal 
phase at room temperature (see results section  2.1, and discussion section  2.1). This 
meta-stable phase suggests that the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases have similar free 
energy states, allowing for a field induced phase transition. A field induced phase 
transition is usually accompanied by a sharp increase in strain. Such a step is not 
observed in Figure 33, but rather a more continuous increase. This suggests that sample 
inhomogeneity may be playing a significant role in the electro-mechanical response. For 
a sample with a range of compositions, each composition will have a different field 
required for inducing a transition, resulting in a smoothing effect on the strain vs. field 
behavior. 
The low hysteresis observed in the dielectric measurements of KNbO3 doped BaTiO3 (see 
Figure 32) is also reflected in the piezoelectric measurement. For low field the sample 
was fitted to a second order polynomial. The response is mostly electrostrictive, with 
Q11=(0.37±0.3)m4/C2 or M11=(1.7±0.3)×10-16C2/N2, with a small piezoelectric 
contribution, d33=(7±0.5)pC/N. The electrostriction coefficient is 3.5 times higher then 
the value reported for pure BaTiO3, Q11=0.11m4/C2 [9]. Using equation  (12) for the 
relationship between M and Q, one can find the dielectric constant: 
 2400
0
==
ε
ε
Q
M   (41) 
The reason for the electrostrictive behavior is not clear. Although the x-ray diffraction is 
indistinguishable from the cubic phase, a Curie transition is seen in the dielectric 
measurements. A tetragonal distortion, even a small one, will be visible in the diffraction 
data. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the sample is indeed rhombohedral. The 
small distortion, however, might not be enough to create a strong piezoelectric response. 
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Another option is that the dual ion replacement is responsible for the electrostriction. 
Both theories require more research for verification.   
At the higher field regime the 4%KN:BaTiO3 becomes piezoelectric, with d33=215pC/N. 
The transition field is similar to that observed in Zr and Hf doped materials, suggesting 
that this is also due to a phase transition. The sample underwent a dielectric breakdown at 
a lower field then the other compositions, making it unclear if the high field piezoelectric 
constant reaches saturation as for the other compositions. 
 
Table 7 summarizes the piezoelectric response for the different samples examined. It can 
be seen that the rhombohedral phase outperforms pure BaTiO3, both in respect to d33 and 
maximum strain, by almost an order of magnitude. This puts BaTiO3-based materials in 
the same ballpark of the hard PZT (PZT8). 
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Figure 53: (a) Strain vs. electric field response of 4% KNbO3:BaTiO3 with a low-
field electrostrictive fit and a high-field piezoelectric fit. (b) Strain vs. polarization 
for the same sample. 
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Table 7: Summary of the piezoelectric constant (d33) and maximum strain (Xmax) for 
the different compositions studied. In some cases a low field and high field value is 
given if the slope changed significantly. 
 BT 
7%Zr 
BT 
8%Zr 
BT 
10%Hf 
BT 
11%Hf 
BT 
4%KN 
Pure 
BT 
PZT 
5H PZT 8 
d33 
[pC/N] 450 / 75 470 / 90 450 / 80 460 / 85 7
* / 215 75 (190**) 600 250 
Xmax 9×10-4 1×10-3 1.1×10-3 8×10-4 6×10-4 1.5×10-4 1.8×10-3 1.1×10-3 
* This is the linear component in low field fitting of Figure 53. 
** Sample measured as 75 pC/N, literature value is 190 pC/N [15].  
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2.4. Effects of inhomogeneity 
The effect of inhomogeneity in the samples can be described by considering a composite 
material under an electric field. The dielectric mismatch between a low and a high 
dielectric material, results in the applied electric fields being concentrated across the 
defects and second phases rather then on the piezoelectric material. Simple analysis of 
layered structures can be found in electrostatics and electrodynamics text books [43]. A 
slightly more complex solution can be derived for spherical defects in an infinite matrix. 
The problem is shown in Figure 54. One can consider cylindrical symmetry in the ϕ 
direction, allowing for a two dimensional solution. 
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Figure 54: Spherical defect in homogeneous media: Schematic representation of the 
problem (left), and the solution for the potential and field distributions (right). 
The solution for the electric potential in the matrix is in the form of: 
 ( ) ( )∑
∞
=
+−+=
0
)1( cos
l
l
l
l
l
lm PrBrA θφ  (42) 
and the solution in the defect is: 
E0
r θ 
ϕ 
R
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 ( )∑
∞
=
=
0
cos
l
l
l
ld PrC θφ  (43) 
Ai, Bi, and Ci are coefficients to be determined by boundary conditions, and Pl are 
Legendre polynomials. For r»R, the 1/r2 term can be neglected, giving A1=E0, and 
Al≠1=0. 
By taking the gradient of  (42) and  (43) one can write the conditions for the continuity of 
the displacement field at r=R gives: 
 ( )1;)1( 123101 ≠==+−= + lR
CCl
R
BEC l
l
l  (44) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )11;12 123101 ≠⋅+−=⋅⋅=⋅



 +−=⋅ + lR
BllCl
R
BEC ml
l
dlmd εεεε  (45) 
Combining  (44) and  (45) one finds the coefficients B and C to be: 
 
dm
dmREB
εε
εε
+
−
−=
2
3
01  and 





+
−=
dm
mEC
εε
ε
2
3
01  (46) 
Bl≠1=0 and Cl≠1=0. 
The potential in the matrix is, therefore: 
 












+
−
+−=
3
0 2
1cos
r
RrE
dm
dm
m εε
εε
θφ  (47) 
which in turn give the field in the matrix as: 
 θ
εε
εεθ
εε
εεθ ˆ
2
1sinˆ
2
21cos
3
0
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

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
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


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
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
+
−





−−=
dm
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m r
REr
r
REE
r
 (48) 
For εd=εm the above term is reduced to a homogeneous field of magnitude E0. For εd«εm 
one can write the change in field from the homogeneous one as: 
 ( )θθθ ˆsinˆcos 0210
3
⋅+⋅




=∆ ErE
r
RE
r
 (49) 
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The solution for the potential and the electric field is plotted in Figure 54.  
One can relate the degradation in piezoelectric and dielectric properties to the reduction 
in active material. Writing the effective volume fraction of active material [A]v, one can 
use an adjustment parameter k to represent the zone around defects where the field is 
diminished:  
 ( )
tot
dtot
V V
kVVA +−= 1][  (50) 
The (R/r)3 term in  (49) can be related to inverse (1+k). For example, to account for the 
volume where the field drop is ~50% of the original value, one can use k=1. The sample 
shown in Figure 24 has about 15% voids and inclusions. This is not enough to explain the 
reduction of about 50% in the piezoelectric response shown in Figure 35. Going back to 
equation  (47), one can notice that the potential is actually that of homogeneous field with 
an addition of a dipole at the origin. The dipole has a moment of: 
 zERp
dm
dm ˆ
2
4 0
3
0 





+
−
−=
εε
εε
πε  (51) 
This effective dipole can affect the polarization in the material. Domain formation and 
poling are related to long distance interaction between the dipoles in the material, and can 
therefore be greatly influenced by the effective dipole. A long range depoling field 
exerted by a defect can result in a domain forming around the defect. Since the effective 
dipole in the defect is always opposite to the external applied field, this domain will be of 
opposite polarity to the rest of the material. In a defect-free material increasing the field 
can sometimes cause domain reorientation, maximizing the piezoelectric effect. Since the 
magnitude of the defect dipole is proportional to the applied field, increasing the field 
will have a very limited effect.  The result is twofold, first the dielectric and piezoelectric 
properties are diminished – both in terms of the slope an in terms of the maximum 
obtainable value, second the coercive field might be lowered. The coercive field is the 
field that is required to depole a material. This usually occurs by nucleation and growth 
of domains.  The defect dipole can serve as a nucleation site for domains, thus lowering 
the coercive field.  
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3. Thin Films 
3.1. Deposition Conditions 
Laser fluency had very little influence on strain and orientation at the lower substrate 
temperatures. At higher temperature, however, high fluency helped reduce strain and 
increase the favored orientation. At higher fluency, the laser interacts more efficiently 
with the material cloud ablated from the target. Energy is transferred to the particles in 
that cloud, ionizing them into a plasma, which results in saturation of the deposition rate 
[44]. In addition, particles become more energetic, allowing for more surface mobility 
and higher levels of orientation. In Figure 41, there are two data points, for 
BaTiO3:10%Hf and BaTiO3:8%Zr, grown at 700°C and 5J/cm2. In both cases the strain 
levels were reduced, and the degree of orientation increased. The particle energy can be 
controlled by both laser fluency and atmosphere in the chamber [45]. Lowering the 
chamber pressure, however, results in lower optical quality films tied to the reduction of 
the film.  
Growth of BaTiO3 directly on SOI resulted in low quality films. X-ray diffraction showed 
a poly-crystal structure and optical microscopy revealed surface microcracking. The 
lattice mismatch between BaTiO3 (a~4Å) and Si (a~5.4Å) is very high, resulting in a 
critical thickness for dislocation formation of only several monolayers. Furthermore, the 
lattice mismatch for (100)BT||(100)Si is -26%, whereas the mismatch for 
(111)BT||(100)Si is +27%. This makes the formation of multiple orientations favorable in 
order to minimize stresses. The reason for the film cracking is the thermal expansion 
mismatch between BaTiO3 and SiO2. SiO2 has a very low coefficient, α~6×10-7K-1, while 
BaTiO3 has a coefficient of α>6×10-6K-1.  
By growing a thin film of MgO as a buffer layer, the BaTiO3 orientation becomes similar 
to that of films grown directly on MgO. Although the orientation is similar to growth on 
MgO single-crystal, the strain level in the BaTiO3:MgO:SOI is high. The width of the 
MgO peak in Figure 42 is broader then what can be accounted for by small grain size, 
indicating a low crystal quality. In this case the expansion coefficient of MgO is higher 
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then that of BaTiO3. This means that it will partly compensate for the stress introduced by 
the SiO2, allowing for a higher quality BaTiO3. 
 
3.2. Refractive index 
For temperatures above 550°C, there appears to be little correlation of index on 
temperature and composition in Figure 43. In order to try and understand this shiningly 
random data, a simple model was considered. The model calculates a predicted index 
according to the orientation and strain of the films obtained from x-ray diffraction. Since 
BaTiO3 is birefringent, the index depends on orientation. If one has knowledge of the 
ordinary and extraordinary indices, one can calculate the index in any other direction (see 
 Chapter 1:4.1). Since the indices of thin films are different from those of the bulk they 
were left as a fitting parameter. The relation between index and strain can be derived 
from the Clausius-Mossotti equation. 
 The Clausius-Mossotti equation relates the index of refraction (n) to unit cell volume (V) 
and polarizability (α) [46]: 
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By taking the first derivative of  (52) one can write the change in index as 
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The last approximation assumes that there is a small change in polarizability. This is 
easily justified when looking at strains of 10-3 – 10-2, since the change in polarizability is 
on the order of 10-5. The strain in the z direction was taken from the shift in X-ray peaks, 
while the x and y directions were calculated assuming a Poisson ratio of 0.2-0.3 [15]. 
These variations in Poisson ratio had very little effect on the overall results. The strain for 
the films was calculated using the lattice parameters measured for the bulk materials as 
shown in Figure 48. 
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The measured indices compared with results for these calculations are shown in Figure 
55. The results are obtained for no=2.334 and ne=2.163 as fitting parameters. Values of 
n=2.35-2.38 were previously reported for oriented films [47].  
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Figure 55: Measured index compared to calculated values. The films ordinary and 
extraordinary indices were found to be 2.334 and 2.163 respectively. Labels 
represent material (bt - BaTiO3, btz - BaTiO3:8%Zr, bth - BaTiO3:10%Hf) and 
substrate temperature. 
The simple Clausius-Mossotti calculations work very well for explaining the average 
index (ellipsometry measurements). Samples of different compositions were fitted using 
only the two indices as fitting parameters. These calculations are, however, inadequate 
for the polarization dependent measurements. This is of little surprise, as the equations in 
 (52) and  (53) are for isotropic materials.  
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3.3. Temperature Dependence of the Refractive Index 
Equation  (18) described the change of the optical properties due to the electro-optic 
effect. In practice, especially when dealing with thin films, secondary effects can come 
into play. In particular, strain can introduce additional changes in the optical properties. 
Considering the general coordinate system xi (i=1,2,3), one can define a set of 
polarization constants aij so that equation  (18) is re-written as:  
 1=jiij xxa  (54) 
 kxijkklPijkl
i
ijij PrXpn
a ++= 2
1δ  (55) 
Equations  (54) and  (55) use the Kroning summation notation. δij is the Kronecker 
function, pP are the piezo-optic coefficients at constant polarization, Xkl are the strain 
components, rx are the electro-optic coefficients at constant strain, and Pk is the 
polarization. Assuming a diagonal initial state as represented by equation  (17), the change 
in a can be written as: 
 kxijkklPijklij PrXpa +=∆  (56) 
The strain can be written as a function of the stress (σ) and the polarization (P) using the 
compliance (s) and piezoelectric (b) coefficients respectively.  
 mklmmnklmnkl PbsX +−= σ  (57) 
Using equation  (57) together with  (56) gives an important relationship in the absence of 
stress: 
 ( )Prba +∝∆  (58) 
Since both r and b are proportional to the polarization [41], a stress free material will 
show a change in the refractive index that is proportional to the polarization squared. In 
polarized materials, the birefringence can be described using equation  (58) as: 
 2sPKn ⋅=∆  (59) 
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with a constant K≈1×108 cm4/C2 for BaTiO3. The change of polarization with 
temperature is [41]: 
 
Ccm
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⋅≈ − 2
8106  (60) 
Using equation  (59),this is correlated to a change in refractive index of: 
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In the case of thin films, the polarization is constrained by substrate induced strain, 
resulting in a much lower value for dne/dT. 
Since the ordinary index lies in a plane with no spontaneous polarization, the only effect 
on the index in that direction is from lattice thermal expansion. The concept of equation 
 (53), that change in the index is proportional to strain, can be combined with the thermal 
expansion coefficient (α) to give: 
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The expansion coefficients of BaTiO3 and of MgO around room temperature are on the 
order of 10-5 °C-1. Equations  (61) and  (62) are opposite in sign, suggesting that for the 
extraordinary index there are competing effects in the change of index as a function of 
temperature. 
Looking at Figure 45, the slope of nTE is on the order of 10-5 °C-1 and negative. This may 
indicate spontaneous polarization perpendicular to the film. It has been reported in the 
past that thermal stresses during post-growth cooling can induce such spontaneous poling 
[30]. This will also explain the positive slope seen in the pure BaTiO3 as being due to the 
change in spontaneous polarization. The Hf doped BaTiO3 is in the rhombohedral phase, 
as is evident both from the x-ray and from the discontinuities in the refractive index (nTM 
in Figure 45). The changes in spontaneous polarization for rhombohedral BaTiO3 are 
much smaller then those in the tetragonal phase, and therefore the slope of both nTE and 
nTM are only due to thermal expansion. This can also account for the small increase in nTM 
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at 70°C, where the material goes through the phase transition into the tetragonal phase. 
Although this analysis is self-consistent, it lacks direct observation of the polarization. 
Further confirmation is required. 
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Chapter 6: Summary 
1. Summary 
The objectives of this research were to study the piezoelectric response of rhombohedral 
BaTiO3 and the optical properties of BaTiO3-based films.  
The rhombohedral phase was successfully stabilized at room temperature by the addition 
of Zr, Hf, or KNb and the expected phase transitions were observed in the dielectric 
response. The enhanced electromechanical response was shown for all three systems, 
although the strain mechanism was not identical. Zr- and Hf- doped BaTiO3 were 
piezoelectric, with a piezoelectric coefficient of d33=290-470pc/N compared with 
d33=75pC/N for pure BaTiO3. KNb- doped BaTiO3 was electrostrictive, with an 
electrostrictive coefficient of Q33=0.37m4/C2, compared with Q33=0.11m4/C2 for pure 
BaTiO3. The maximum strain measured for the doped samples was 5-10 times higher 
then that of pure BaTiO3. 
The effect of growth conditions on the orientation and strain of BaTiO3 thin films was 
studied. As the substrate temperature and laser fluency were increased the film 
orientation changed from (111) to (110), then to (100). Oxygen pressure had little effect 
on the orientation, although growth at pressures of less then 10-4Torr O2 resulted in the 
reduction of the BaTiO3.  
The growth of Zr- and Hf- doped BaTiO3 on MgO has been demonstrated for the first 
time. The increase in lattice parameter due to doping resulted in a lower lattice mismatch 
with the substrate which in turn allowed deposition at lower temperatures. This is an 
important achievement for the introduction of BaTiO3 to integrated optics. In addition, it 
has been demonstrated that the optical properties of the doped material are similar to 
those of pure BaTiO3.  
The index of refraction for the thin films was measured and a model based on the 
Clausius-Mossotti relation was used to explain the data. It was shown that variations in 
the index can be attributed to film orientation and strain. The refractive index for the 
BaTiO3 films was extracted from the model, giving no=2.334 and ne=2.163.  
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The growth of BaTiO3 on SOI using an MgO buffer layer was demonstrated. Although 
the film quality was far from optimal, this preliminary result seems promising. More 
work is needed in order to optimize the growth conditions and improve film quality.  
2. Conclusions 
The feasibility of using rhombohedral BaTiO3 as a piezoelectric actuator was 
demonstrated. In particular, BaTiO3 doped with ~10%Hf showed comparable 
piezoelectric coefficient and strain levels to hard PZT (PZT8). Although the Curie 
temperature of PZT is higher then that of the BaTiO3, many applications do not require 
operation at elevated temperatures, making Hf:BaTiO3 attractive as a lead-free 
alternative.  
The growth of Zr- and Hf- doped BaTiO3 films on MgO was demonstrated to lower the 
processing temperature. This, in addition to the high electro-optic coefficient of BaTiO3, 
makes them interesting candidates for integrated optics. BaTiO3 is already used for its 
dielectric properties in ferroelectric memories. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that 
the piezoelectric properties of BaTiO3 can be enhanced by the proper doping, making it a 
candidate for the actuator material in optical MEMS devices. Having one material system 
serve multiple purposes is very alluring, as it can simplify process flows and save time 
and money in fabrication.  
Historically, BaTiO3 has always been an important component in the field of ferroelectric 
materials and devices. This work showed that it has the potential to remain an important 
material in the future, extending the types of applications it can be used for. 
3. Recommendations for Future Work 
The focus of this work was to prove the feasibility of using the rhombohedral-stabilized 
BaTiO3. Although this has been done, there are still some open questions that would 
require further research. 
1. Electromechanical coupling coefficient – The electromechanical coupling is a very 
important parameter for actuator materials. Preliminary results suggest that the 
coupling coefficient for 10%Hf:BaTiO3 is k2~0.6 compared with k2~0.4 for pure 
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BaTiO3 and k2~0.6-0.7 for PZT. This measurement, however, still needs to be 
verified, and other compositions need to be measured.  
2. Single crystal growth – Some growth of single crystal Zr:BaTiO3 was reported in 
recent years [22], although the single crystal properties reported are not much higher 
then the polycrystalline values reported in this work. More work is needed in order to 
understand whether that is due to intrinsic limitations or due to crystal quality in the 
reported work. In addition, other compositions should be examined, in particular the 
10%Hf:BaTiO3.  
3. Optical loss measurements – Optical loss is a crucial parameter for optical devices. 
The optical loss in the films prepared in this work was too small to be measured by 
transmission perpendicular to the film. Work is now in progress to prepare waveguides 
that can be used to measure propagation loss.   
4. Electro-optic coefficient – The electro-optic coefficient of the films has to be 
measured for it to be used in modulator structures. Some values have been reported for 
BaTiO3 films on MgO [47], showing promising results. Further work is required, 
especially in determining the electro-optic coefficient of the doped BaTiO3.  
5. Film dielectric measurements – As mentioned earlier, the penetration of the electric 
field into the waveguide is crucial for the electro-optic effect. The RF dielectric 
constant of the BaTiO3 films needs to be measured, and accounted for in the 
modulator design.  
6. Integration on Si – Preliminary results showed that it is possible to integrate BaTiO3 
on Si by using thin MgO on SOI. The quality of these films still needs to be improved 
and the processing parameters need to be optimized. 
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Appendix A: Growth and Characterization of MgO 
1. General 
The growth of MgO films as a buffer layer was studied. This work is not directly related 
to the thesis, and therefore was not pursued to the fullest. It is for this reason that it is 
reported in an appendix.  
2. Results and discussion 
MgO was grown using PLD and sputtering. The sputtering allowed for a smoother, more 
uniform deposition. Figure 56 shows the thickness variations of MgO sputtered on Si. 
The variations are on the order of 0.1% over 2-3cm, compared with around 5-10% in the 
case of PLD (see for example Figure 37). 
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Figure 56: Thickness variations in sputter-deposited MgO 
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Figure 57: SEM image of MgO on Si showing droplets forming at high energy and 
low oxygen pressure. 
Samples grown using PLD showed a large number of particulates on the surface. The 
particulates varied in size from 0.2-5µm, and were conical in shape. Using higher oxygen 
pressure and lower fluency resolved the problem. The appearance of particulates at high 
energy is common in PLD [44].  
The advantage of the PLD was a higher deposition rate, important for creating a thick 
optical buffer for the BaTiO3. In the case of growth on SOI, however, only a thin layer of 
MgO is needed. In this case, the higher film quality and thickness uniformity make 
sputtering a better suited technique. For future work on integrating BaTiO3 on Si, it is 
planned to prepare the MgO on SOI using sputtering. Those samples will then be used as 
substrates for BaTiO3 deposition. 
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